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Please choose a book from the list below. Pick a book you are interested in and 
want to discuss with other students. When you return in the fall, you will have a 
chance to discuss the book with other students and a faculty member. Happy 
reading! 

 

I Will Always Write Back: How One Letter Changed Two Lives by Caitlin 
Alifirenka & Martin Ganda with Liz Welch 

School Library Journal (February 1, 2015) 
 
Gr 6 Up-The true story of two young pen pals who forge a life-altering connection. 
In 1997, Caitlin, a typical 12-year-old girl from a middle class American family, 
began writing to Martin, a studious 14-year-old from a Zimbabwe slum. In her 
letters, Caitlin described her life, which consisted of shopping trips, quarrels with 
friends, and problems at school. Martin was initially far more circumspect in his 
responses. Inflation had rocketed in Zimbabwe, and even finding money for 
postage was a struggle for the boy. Staying in school, which required paying costly 
fees, became merely a dream. Eventually, Martin revealed the harsh realities of his 
life to Caitlin, who began sending money and gifts. What started as chatty letters 
turned into a lifeline for Martin and his family, as Caitlin and her parents helped the 
boy stay in school and achieve his goal of studying at an American university. This 
is a well-written, accessible story that will open Western adolescents' eyes to life in 
developing countries. Told in the first person, with chapters alternating between 
Caitlin's and Martin's points of view, this title effectively conveys both of these 
young people's perspectives. Caitlin's early chapters, however, in which she 
discusses friendship and boyfriend woes, feel somewhat superficial compared with 
Martin's genuinely troubled life. While these chapters provide an effective contrast 
between the two teens' lives, they may discourage some readers from continuing 
with what becomes a strong and inspiring story. VERDICT A useful addition to most 
collections and an eye-opening look at life in another culture.-Michelle Anderson, 
Tauranga City Libraries, New Zealand (c) Copyright 2015. Library Journals LLC, a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted. 

 

 

 



	
Being Henry David by Cal Armistead (7th- 8th grade only) 

Kirkus Reviews starred (February 1, 2013) 
 
When Hank wakes up in Penn Station, the only clue to his identity is the book he's 
clutching, Walden, so he adopts Henry David Thoreau's name and iconic work to 
guide him on his journey to self-discovery. After a stabbing ends his brief stint as a 
homeless teen, Hank flees to Walden Pond, where he meets Thomas, a gentle park 
docent, and bonds with a girl, gifted singer Hailey. His festering knife wound forces 
him to confide in Thomas and accept help, but Hank's pleasant discoveries (he's 
good-looking, a runner and a musician) are overshadowed by returning memories 
that evoke dread and shame. What's driven him, Hank realizes, is desperation to 
escape his past, not to recover it. Accepting and moving on is hard for Hailey, too; 
she is afraid to enter a band competition since her last experience ended badly. 
Thomas, who's made peace with his own closet skeletons, mentors Hank but can't 
spare him the tough choice: whether to keep running or face the music. Hank earns 
sympathy and respect from readers, but Armistead doesn't let him off easy. Rescue 
is not an option, but Thoreau's spare words, focusing on what truly matters, lighten 
the darkness. This compelling, suspenseful debut, a tough-love riff on guilt, 
forgiveness and redemption, asks hard questions to which there are no easy 
answers. (Fiction. 13 & up) 

 

 

The Naturals by Jennifer Barnes (8th grade only) 

Booklist (November 1, 2013 (Vol. 110, No. 5)) 
 
Grades 8-11. Seventeen-year-old Cassie Hobbes has always had a gift for getting 
into people’s minds. Maybe she inherited it from her psychic mother, and maybe 
she would ask her mother about it—if she hadn’t disappeared five years ago, 
leaving only a bloody crime scene behind. So when tapped by the FBI to join an 
elite, secret team that solves cold cases related to serial killers, Cassie doesn’t 
hesitate. Relocated to the D.C. suburbs, she meets a team of “Naturals,” teens with 
gifts ranging from reading emotions to detecting deception, and becomes the FBI’s 
newest profiler. In this high-adrenaline series opener, the latest spree of serial 
killings turns personal for Cassie when they grow increasingly more related to her 
mother’s presumed death. And when it’s obvious someone in the FBI may be 
involved, how can she trust or hide her emotions among the professionally trained 
Naturals? Grisly details and intermittent glimpses from the killer’s point of view 
sustain the high level of suspense. Even a psychic won’t anticipate all the twists and 
turns. 

 



	
Out of my Mind by Sharon Draper 
 
Booklist starred (January 1, 2010 (Vol. 106, No. 9)) 
 
Grades 5-8. Fifth-grader Melody has cerebral palsy, a condition that affects her 
body but not her mind. Although she is unable to walk, talk, or feed or care for 
herself, she can read, think, and feel. A brilliant person is trapped inside her body, 
determined to make her mark in the world in spite of her physical limitations. 
Draper knows of what she writes; her daughter, Wendy, has cerebral palsy, too. 
And although Melody is not Wendy, the authenticity of the story is obvious. Told in 
Melody’s voice, this highly readable, compelling novel quickly establishes her 
determination and intelligence and the almost insurmountable challenges she faces. 
It also reveals her parents’ and caretakers’ courage in insisting that Melody be 
treated as the smart, perceptive child she is, and their perceptiveness in 
understanding how to help her, encourage her, and discourage self-pity from 
others. Thoughtless teachers, cruel classmates, Melody’s unattractive clothes 
(“Mom seemed to be choosing them by how easy they’d be to get on me”), and 
bathroom issues threaten her spirit, yet the brave Melody shines through. Uplifting 
and upsetting, this is a book that defies age categorization, an easy enough read 
for upper-elementary students yet also a story that will enlighten and resonate with 
teens and adults. Similar to yet the antithesis of Terry Trueman’s Stuck in Neutral 
(2000), this moving novel will make activists of us all. 

 
 
 
 
The Lightning Dreamer by Margarita Engle 
 
School Library Journal (June 1, 2013) 
 
Gr 6-10-Engle adds another superb title to her lengthening list of historical novels 
in verse. In The Lightning Dreamer, she brings to life the story of Cuban abolitionist 
and writer Gertrudis Gomez de Avellaneda. Tula, a 13-year-old with big thoughts, 
lives in fear of her encroaching betrothal. "My mother and grandfather are already 
planning to auction me away to the highest-bidding rich man," she rues. Even in 
such a simple statement, Engle metaphorically ties Tula's story to the plight of 
those for whom she's most concerned, the enslaved. Tula's dread of a loveless 
arranged marriage is second only to her fear that she'll be shackled to a slave 
owner. Whenever possible, she steals away to surreptitiously pour her thoughts out 
onto the page, an activity thought to be unsuitable for a young woman. Engle 
paints a vivid picture of Tula's world and summons her unique voice across the ages 
through clear, poignant verse. Historical notes at the book's end include brief 
biographies of Avellaneda and her idol, the Cuban poet Jose Maria Heredia, replete 
with excerpts of her writing. These excerpts provide readers with a direct sense of 
Avellaneda's style while evidencing how masterfully Engle has evoked her voice 



	
throughout the preceding verse. This is a must-have for collections where Engle's 
other works are known and loved or for anyone in need of a comparative study to 
our own country's struggle with slavery.-Jill Heritage Maza, Montclair Kimberley 
Academy, Montclair, NJ (c) Copyright 2013. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. 

 
 
 
 
The Lions of Little Rock by Kristen Levine 
 
Kirkus Reviews starred (November 15, 2011) 
 
The remarkable story of the Little Rock Nine is familiar to many, but what happened 
next? In this quietly powerful page-turner, Levine focuses her attention on the 
events that unfolded in Little Rock the year after the integration of the city's public 
schools. Readers meet quiet, 12-year-old Marlee and her outgoing and warm-
hearted best friend, Liz, who is instrumental in Marlee's burgeoning ability to speak 
her mind to anyone outside of her family. To Marlee's dismay, Liz suddenly 
vanishes from school, and the rumor is that she has been passing for white. Marlee 
initially feels betrayed by her friend, but her understanding of the complicated 
nature of race relations and politics matures. Levine sensitively portrays her 
process as she sorts out these feelings, finds a way to stay friends with Liz and 
becomes involves with the Womens' Emergency Committee to Open Our Schools 
(WEC) after the city shuts down all of its public schools to prevent integration. 
When Marlee's father, a schoolteacher, is fired because of his pro-integration 
stance, the entire family becomes involved in the Stop This Outrageous Purge 
(STOP) campaign in an attempt to have all of the teachers rehired and the public 
schools reopened. This engaging story, with its emphasis on the impact of 
friendship and on finding one's voice when it is most important to be heard, will no 
doubt appeal to a broad range of readers and inspire many interesting 
conversations. (author's note) (Historical fiction. 10-14) 

 

 

Breakaway by Alex Morgan 

School Library Journal (August 1, 2015) 
Gr 7 Up-This inspirational memoir from a soccer champion and Olympic gold 
medalist will appeal to sports fans and nonathletes alike. Morgan adeptly shares 
how she achieved her goals of becoming a renowned professional soccer player and 
the important lessons she learned along the way. As a young girl, she played 
softball, but at age eight, she realized that her dream was to play professional 
soccer. With her family's support, she trained with the American Youth Soccer 



	
Organization, played on her hometown's soccer club team, and joined the Olympic 
Development Program, as well as the under-17 and under-20 national World Cup 
teams. Morgan went on to accomplish her biggest achievements: playing in the 
World Cup and the Olympics. In addition to detailing her triumphs on the field, she 
also describes other elements of her life, such as a long-term long-distance 
relationship, the chronic sports injuries she suffered, and her strong performance at 
college. The writing is accessible, personal, and down-to-earth. In each chapter, 
Morgan provides helpful advice on fulfilling one's objectives, accepting failure, and 
staying positive and focused, as well as the importance of a good support network 
and the value of being competitive. While readers might not share her aspirations, 
they will appreciate her story and benefit from her counsel.  

 
 

 

Start Something that Matters by Blake Mycoski (8th grade only) 

From the Publisher 
 
Love your work, work for what you love, and change the world--all at the same 
time. What matters most to you? Should you focus on earning a living, pursuing 
your passions, or devoting yourself to the causes that inspire you? The surprising 
truth is that you don't have to choose--and that you'll find more success if you 
don't. That's the breakthrough message of TOMS' One for One movement. You 
don't have to be rich to give back and you don't have to retire to spend every day 
doing what you love. You can find profit, passion, and meaning all at once--right 
now.  
 
In Start Something That Matters, Blake Mycoskie tells the story of TOMS, one of the 
fastest-growing shoe companies in the world, and combines it with lessons learned 
from such other innovative organizations as method, charity: water, FEED Projects, 
and TerraCycle. Blake presents the six simple keys for creating or transforming 
your own life and business, from discovering your core story to being resourceful 
without resources; from overcoming fear and doubt to incorporating giving into 
every aspect of your life. No matter what kind of change you're considering, Start 
Something That Matters gives you the stories, ideas, and practical tips that can 
help you get started.  

 

 

 

 



	
Wonder by R.J. Palacio 

Kirkus Reviews starred (December 15, 2011) 
 
After being homeschooled for years, Auggie Pullman is about to start fifth grade, 
but he's worried: How will he fit into middle-school life when he looks so different 
from everyone else? Auggie has had 27 surgeries to correct facial anomalies he was 
born with, but he still has a face that has earned him such cruel nicknames as 
Freak, Freddy Krueger, Gross-out and Lizard face. Though "his features look like 
they've been melted, like the drippings on a candle" and he's used to people 
averting their eyes when they see him, he's an engaging boy who feels pretty 
ordinary inside. He's smart, funny, kind and brave, but his father says that having 
Auggie attend Beecher Prep would be like sending "a lamb to the slaughter." Palacio 
divides the novel into eight parts, interspersing Auggie's first-person narrative with 
the voices of family members and classmates, wisely expanding the story beyond 
Auggie's viewpoint and demonstrating that Auggie's arrival at school doesn't test 
only him, it affects everyone in the community. Auggie may be finding his place in 
the world, but that world must find a way to make room for him, too. A memorable 
story of kindness, courage and wonder. (Fiction. 8-14) 

 

 

The Grimm Legacy by Polly Shulman 

Booklist (May 15, 2010 (Vol. 106, No. 18)) 
 
Grades 6-9. Is there a better antidote to a lonely teen existence than a dose of 
fairy-tale magic? Elizabeth has yet to make friends at her tony Manhattan private 
school, and she feels equally alone at home with her remote father and taskmaster 
stepmother. Then Elizabeth’s teacher recommends her for a job at the New York 
Circulating Material Repository, and as Elizabeth befriends the other pages, she 
begins to learn that fairy tales aren’t just fantasy and that many of the special 
collections’ artifacts belong to her favorite childhood stories, including the magic 
mirror from Snow White. Just as Elizabeth learns about the repository’s impossible 
wonders, some of the most powerful objects, and then some of the pages, 
disappear, and she finds herself leading the dangerous rescue. Captivating magic 
fills the pages of this exciting new novel from the author of Enthusiasm (2006). The 
story occasionally loses momentum, but action fans will find plenty of heart-
pounding, fantastical escapades as the novel builds to its satisfying, romantic 
conclusion. A richly imagined adventure with easy appeal for Harry Potter fans. 


